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Abstract 

Moving from Internet Protocol version Four (IPv4) to Internet Protocol version six (IPv6) is not straightforward because IPv4 
and IPv6 are incompatible protocols. To enable the smooth migration between IPv4 and IPv6, several transition mechanisms 
have been proposed by IETF IPng Transition Working Group (NGTrans) such as Tunneling, dual stack, Translation. Tunneling 
supports “like-to-like” IP connectivity across an “unlike” network, whereas translation supports “like-to-unlike” IP 
interconnectivity. No overarching strategy exists to address all possible scenarios. Because tunneling can keep the end-to-end 
model that the Internet is built on. Bandwidth allocation is important factor to be considered in networking. Efficient usage of 
bandwidth can be achieved using proposed algorithm. Thus satisfies the requested services and end users by efficiently allocating 
bandwidth . In this project, we have developed a tunnel-based framework that solves the transition problems in backbone and 
allocation of bandwidth dynamically as per the demand. 

Keywords: Dual stack, IPv4, IPv6, Tunnel.  

1.Introduction 

The development of the IPv6 protocol, as well as being fundamental to the growth of Internet, is the basis of the 
increase in IP functionality and performance. The IPv6 protocol is intentionally designed to minimize impact on 
layering protocols by avoiding the random addition of new features. It will support the deployment of new 
applications over the Internet, and open up a broad field of technological development. Companies such as 
Microsoft and Nokia have issued white papers on accelerating the IPv6 progress. Many new applications and 
operation systems, including Windows and Linux Kernel 2.1.8 and over, already integrate IPv6 functions. But some 
major challenges remain before an effective and smooth transition from IPv4 to IPv6 can be ensured. IPv6-based 
networks have been implemented in isolation in the past. But now, people are seeking the way to connect these IPv6 
islands across the IPv4 ocean. Much of this works involve a return to simplicity and ease of use with as little 
disruption the existing networks as possible[1]. Three main transition mechanisms proposed by Ngtrans have 
already emerged, including dual stack, tunneling and translation.   

Tunneling is one of the transition mechanisms where the two like networks can communicate across unlike 
network backbone.  
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 Fig. 1: Tunnel Transition 

 
Allocating bandwidth is the major factor to be considered during communication.  
Bandwidth allocation protocol (BAP) is used to modify links within a data link protocol along with taking 

on designated responsibilities for decision making as it relates to bandwidth management. The protocol is designed 
for router implementation. As it relates to BAP, links can either be added to or removed from Point-to- Point (PPP) 
multilink bundles. BAP works in conjunction with Bandwith Allocation Control Protocol (BACP). BAP is necessary 
because multilinks have become more widespread and BAP provides a vigorous method for bandwidth management 
between two peers. BAC and BACP provide dynamic control mechanism over how the PPP Multilink protocol 
should function.  

In the existing system we find drawbacks. So in this paper we have come up with new algorithms which is 
efficient than current working static bandwidth allocation algorithm. First, in predefined bandwidth allocation user is 
forced to use bandwidth in predefined way i.e in multiples of 64kbits. This may result in wastage of bandwidth 
because here user is forced to use static bandwidth, more than what is required. Second, in manual configuration, 
whatever the bandwidth allocated in the cisco routers is either under-utilized by the customers. If the user is in need 
of bandwidth more than what is configured, then it is not possible to provide. Third, there are dynamic bandwidth 
allocation algorithms available but doesn’t satisfy services and customers well. One of the drawback in Priority and 
flush algorithm is that here packets are given priority and low priority packets are flushed when higher priority 
packets enter the slot this will lead to high latency. 

This project demonstrates how bandwidth can be allocated dynamically in tunneling mechanisms to 
establish transparently hybrid communications between the IPv4/IPv6 worlds efficiently. In order to overcome the 
drawback of existing system, in this project we have come up with an algorithm where dynamic allocation of 
bandwidth is achieved in tunneling mechanism. Depending upon the requirement, bandwidth allocation is done and 
thus wastage of bandwidth can be avoided and all the services are satisfied with requested bandwidth with very least 
latency.  

Proposed bandwidth algorithm gives equal priority to all the services and satisfies each service’s requests. 
Implementing this algorithm in tunnel mechanism makes the system work much more efficiently when compared to 
existing system. Thus increases the throughput and decreases the latency, loss rate and CPU utilization.  

 

2. Background 

IPV4 has been the network layer protocol since the very early stage of the Internet. The scale of IPv4 Internet has 
become far larger than one could ever imagine when designing the protocol. Currently IPv4 Internet is facing a 
series of problems including address exhaustion, routing scalability, and broken end-to-end property. IANA 
(Internet Assigned Numbers Authority) had run out of global IPv4 address pool in Feb 2011, while simulations 
show that within 3 years all the RIRs (Regional Internet Registries) will exhaust their IPv4 address space. On the 
other hand, the scale of Internet is still growing fast, especially on the user side where the number of Internet-
enabled mobile devices increases rapidly. This leads to continuous demands for new IP address allocation, which 
seems impossible to satisfy with IPv4. 

IPv6 is developed as the next-generation network layer protocol, overcoming the problems in IPv4. IPv6 
has better mobility and security supports than IPv4. In general, IPv6 is a redesign of IPv4. It solves the problems in 
IPv4 and provides better IP service. It has been widely believed that IPv6 is the most mature and feasible solution 
for the next-generation Internet. However, IPv6 has no built-in backwards compatibility with IPv4, which means 
IPv6 networks cannot communicate with IPv4 in nature. Essentially IPv6 has created a parallel, independent 
network that coexists with its counterpart IPv4. If an IPv4 network wants to further support IPv6 communication, it 
has to carry out dedicated addressing and routing for IPv6, and update the network devices to enable IPv6. 

Currently, IPv6-capable applications and IPv6-accessible contents are still the minority; the majority of 
network resources, services and applications still remain in IPv4. Therefore IPv4 network will probably last for a 
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long time. On the other hand, the continuous demands for new IP addresses are driving IPv6 towards a large-scale 
deployment. Therefore, IPv4 and IPv6 will coexist for a long period, and the transition process will be gradual. 
During this period, we need to manage the availability of both IPv4 and IPv6 and solve the issues arising in DNS, 
QoS, security and other aspects under the dual stack environment. Above all, we need a number of transition 
techniques to maintain the connectivity of both IPv4 and IPv6, to achieve inter-connection between IPv4 and IPv6, 
and to promote the adoption process of IPv6 [2]. 

Here in this paper we consider IPv6 to IPv6 over IPv4 network scenario. Tunneling is one of the transition 
mechanisms where the two like networks can communicate across unlike network backbone. 

For Data Communication to take place between two different systems availability and allocation of 
bandwidth is very important thing to be considered.  

Bandwidth should be made available for the services and should satisfy service’s request. So allocation of 
bandwidth efficiently is important factor in communication. In tunneling, algorithm such as  

 

 
Fig. 2: Tunneling Scenarios 

 
priority and flush algorithm services with high priority packet is pushed front in a queue and low priority need wait. 
Even though when one of the packets is being executed and if high priority packet enters the slot, one which is under 
execution is interrupted and flushed to queue. And high priority packet is put to execution. Due to this, there exists 
failure of bandwidth allocation to low priority services. Services with low priority will fight to survive. Thus they 
may enter starvation stage. Hence, new algorithm is necessary to overcome these drawbacks.  
 
3. Working 
This project shows how the dynamic bandwidth allocation is done more efficiently. To implement this work firstly, 
we require general manual configured tunnel setup to be done. Secondly, proposed algorithm is coded and need to 
embedded into IOS of the router in assembly language. Then, configuration is done at console and output is 
observed. Implementing this in router or SNMP server will perform better than existing priority and flush algorithm, 
predefined or manual bandwidth configuration. 
 
3.1 Manual Configured Tunnel 

First and foremost thing to be done is to make sure that IPv6 end systems are connected to IPv4 backbone. Then use 
commands at the console to configure routers in the backbone network [3] and implement routing protocols such as 
RIP, Static, OSPF routing protocols etc in order to route packets.  Then ping the routers and system present in the 
IPv4 backbone and IPv6 networks to make sure that the two intended systems are reachable.  
3.2 Copying code from TFTP server system to router. 
To copy code from TFTP server to router or SNMP server. Know the filename and at the console give command to 
copy code to router [4]. Before this, make sure that the TFTP server is running and reachable to intended router 
SNMP server.  
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Fig. 3: TFTP Server 

 Once implementing this proposed ECoB algorithm, you can see the efficiency in bandwidth availability to 
services and efficient bandwidth allocation .  This can be used as one of dynamic bandwidth allocation protocol. 
 

3.3 ECoB Algorithm  

Step 1: Specify freely available bandwidth for the services(bw). 
 

 

Fig. 4: Program Structure of ECoB 

 

Step 2: Specify percentage of bandwidth to be used as usage bandwidth(m). 
 Availablebw=(m/100) 
Step 3:Take input from the users the maxbw[j] and minbw[j] or take  from the program  automatically. 
Step 4: Assign minbw[j] from to all the users requesting for bandwidth. 
 Assign[j]=minbw[j] 
 Y= Availablebw -∑minbw[j] then assign Availablebw =Y; 
Step 5:Unless Availablebw becomes 0, assign requested bandwidth reqbw[j] to services normally. 
Step 6: Once Availablebw becomes equal to zero then start re-calculation. 
 i.e compare Actbw[j] and Assignbw[j] 
Actbw[j]-> Actual bandwidth that was supposed to be alloated for each service. 
Actbw[j]=(maxbw[j]/MAX)×Y;  //MAX= ∑maxbw[j] 
Assignbw[j]-> Total bw assigned to each service. 
Assignbw[j]=Assignbw[j]+reqbw[j]; 
Step 7:If Assignbe[j]>Actbw[j] then       Ebw[j]=Assignbw[j]-Actbw[j] 
 then Ebw[j] is addes to Availablebw.  Now Availablebw value is incresed to ∑Ebw[j]; 
Step 8: Now after if service requests for services then it is assigned in terms of percentage i.e  
Assignbw[j]=(maxbw[j]/Max)×reqbw[j] 
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4. Conclusion 

Due to priority based bandwidth allocation, services with low priority will be flushed out of slot and make place for 
high priority based packets and that particular low priority service will remain unsatisfied and will be in starvation. 
In manual configuration or predefined static bandwidth allocation, whatever the bandwidth allocated in the cisco 
routers is either under-utilized by the customers, remaining bandwidth will undergo wastage.  

 Implementing proposed ECoB algorithm gives equal priority to all the services and satisfies each service 
requesting for bandwidth. Thus, all are allocated with requested bandwidth without making any partiality among 
services requesting for bandwidth. 

Thus results in increase of throughput, with decreased latency and loss rate compared to existing tunnel 
mechanism using different bandwidth allocation algorithm. 

 
5. Future Enhancement 

The proposed ECoB algorithm can be implemented through SNMP server monitoring, which is used to monitor the 
routers.  Also, the proposed ECoB algorithm can be embedded into router’s IOS, and can be used as standard 
dynamic bandwidth allocation protocol along with RIP or OSPF routing protocols.                                                             
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